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ABOUT US
CLIPEX came into existence as a result of a simple childlike prayer, that I uttered to God in 2007, as I drove past
an elderly man who was wrestling with an old rusty fence. Ten minutes later, I received a vision of a fence wire
entering a slot in a post, with a rotating steel keeper. The rest is, as they say, “HISTORY”….. and I’m glad to be able to
share some of our story with you.
We are a 100% family owned company, who have received much Grace and Providence enabling us to survive
and grow since our very humble beginnings. We left our farm in Australia in 2009 with a lot of passion (and
ignorance!) with a dream to make “CLIPEX” a reality. We wanted to make it as affordable and available as possible.
So with my faithful wife and four sons, armed with our very limited resources, and our Aussie “can do” spirit - we
simply believed that if we persevered, we would find a way to make it happen.

FENCING benefits
TRADE IN TIMBER POSTS FOR STEEL
Trade in decomposing timber posts for steel posts guarenteed to last for 30 years!
“We are what we eat” and what we eat is affected by the soils and environments in which they
are grown. When harmful chemicals and toxic substances are introduced into our precious
soils, the risk of food contamination increases. Land owners should be vigilant to protect their
soils from potential contamination due to the leeching of toxic and carcinogenic substances
from treated timber products.Clipex steel fencing solutions provide a great deal of positive
benefits and advantages to their installers and owners.
Here is a list of what Galvanised Clipex Steel posts “WON’T DO” -

We’ve experienced incredible challenges, taken huge risks and made so many mistakes - but we survived. We now
have our own plant in China, along with plenty of battle scars and many wonderful achievements. We’ve retained
our resolute faith and hope, to see our CLIPEX dream realised !

••
••

Clipex has truly revolutionised fencing. It delivers huge cost and time savings to rural families and we’re so blessed
to be the ones enabled to deliver one of the biggest fencing innovations in 100 years.

••
••
••

Clipex has successfully grown into a vertically integrated company, which simply means, that we are in control of
the whole process - from our design concepts, to our engineered solutions through our dedicated manufacturing
lines, into our retail stores and finally through the sales process and installation on your farm - Clipex is able to
provide you some of the worlds best innovations at a truly affordable price.
AND…..I can say with humble satisfaction, that Clipex works hard to make our innovation truly affordable.
One great example is Predator Fencing - Clipex has significantly reduced the installed costs of this much needed
infrastructure, to such an extent, that customers state our Clipex fence solutions paid for themselves within
two years - made possible through significantly reducing stock losses to pests and allowing stakeholders and
managers to implement greater pasture management controls.
We also supply some of the most innovative stockyard solutions for sheep and cattle operations. And all this is
made possible through our incredibly dedicated and passionate Clipex staff, whom we are so thankful for.
I want to personally thank all our family, friends, supporters, faithful Clipex team members, and finally, our loyal
customers, who have all together enabled Clipex to keep developing and delivering some of the most affordable
innovations available.

ASHLEY
OLSSON

CLIPEX FOUNDER

Expose those who handle install and use them, to carcinogenic substances
Cause irritations to the skin, eyes, throat or respiratory system due to the
presence of dangerous chemicals
Harm our soils through the leeching of potentially harmful chemicals
Cause water contamination through chemical leeching
Increase the risk of loosing Organic Farm Certification via the introduction of
harmful and banned chemicals

30 YEARS

l0 reasons why you

should invest in a clipex fence
1. LASTS LONGER
Clipex posts are built to last. That’s why where giving you
peace of mind with a 30 year guarantee. Compare that
to timber posts and you could be saving over 50% during
the lifetime of your fence! The long term sustainability,
including being able to be recycled at the end of its life,
is also a key factor for those bodies looking to source
responsibly.

2. LIGHTER
The lightweight yet high tensile strength of Clipex
make’s it a much more manageable product to handle
and erect, especially in challenging terrain. Health and
safety concerns are also significantly reduced due to
the lightweight nature and the ease with which it can
be transported to the site. Expect lesser requirement
for transporting payloads, less fuel usage and heavy
machinery as a result. Not to mention a reduction in
labour movement and involvement.

3. EASIER
The Clipex® mechanism is so simple to use that even
children can immediately attach fencing wire just as securely
as an experienced fencing contractor. There’s no fiddly extra
parts to buy, carry or lose.

4. SECURITY
Clipex post’s have an added backing plate below ground level
which acts as an anti lift plate to deter opportunistic thieves.
Once the wire is clipped in place it is very difficult to release the
tensioned fence, which also acts as a deterrent. Security and
peace of mind, once installed it is there to perform for a very
long time.

5. Faster
Time is the most valuable resource we have, and
Clipex posts are guaranteed to give you more of it. Our
field day race consistently shows that attaching wire
to a Clipex post is more than 11 times faster than tying
wire off by hand.

4

FENCING BENEFITS
Save on time and labour
Comparison for 1500m of HT fencing post and labour (Based on 4mtr centres)
TRADITIONAL TIMBER FENCING AND WIRE NETTING

6. SAVE ON LOGISTICS

Product: 360 x round stakes, 15 x strainers, 28 x struts = 10.26 M3
weight 3236.80kg Tractor and tractor mounted post knocker, tractor
trailer. Days to erect total fence 3-4 days.

With Clipex, there is no need for heavy machinery
or operators. More importantly there is no need
to reinstate your fence a few years later. We are
confident you will save more than 50% on your
current labour and machinery costs whilst also
providing a more superior, low maintenance fence.
Transportation and fuel costs are less. Heavy
machinery is no longer required. Not to mention a
reduction in labour movement and involvement.

X

8. STRONGER
With 10 ton riveted pins and a patented clip
system, Clipex is stronger than a standard tie wire
attachment. There’s no fiddly parts to come apart or
get lost. The clip sits well inside the perimeter of the
post, so there’s no chance of them being damaged
when using a post driver.
Each post now has an automated weld at the top to
guarantee that the post won’t split when being driven
with pneumatic drivers in rocky ground.
Clipex posts use an innovative and patented, stronger
strength to weight design. They are made with min.
450 grade steel, whilst keeping great elongation
properties. When required, Clipex posts also
featuring a strengthening plate at ground level, to
give our posts strength where it matters most.

X

X

INSTALLATION AS EASY AS 1,2,3

5. RECYCLABLE
What goes up must come down! Eventually your
fences will need to be replaced or pulled down. With
Clipex, that time is further away, but when the time
comes all the wires can be easily salvaged and rolled
up, leaving the posts standing which can be used
again or pulled up and used elsewhere. Clipex systems
offer a longer service life material than that of traditional timber products. The long term sustainability,
including being able to be recycled at the end of its
life, is a key factor for those bodies looking to source
responsibly.

CLIPEX ALL STEEL FENCING SOLUTION

Product: 360 x Clipex post, 15 x Clipex strainers, 28 x
struts = 2.16 M3 weight 1584.00kg Hand held pneumatic post driver or manual post driver, pickup and
trailer. Days to erect 1500mtr 1-2 days.

9. save material
costs
In a normal panel fence there’s a lot of costs
attached to purchasing posts. These are tie wires,
extra support line wires and support wire clips.
Clipex eliminates these extra costs. Our Tuff
KnotTM wire utilises high tensile vertical wires, and
clips directly into our post across multiple line
wires.

10. LABOUR
The lightweight high tensile strength of Clipex make’s
it a much more manageable product to handle and
erect, especially in challenging terrain. Combining Clipex posts and Clipex wire, enables posts to be spaced
further apart without compromising the effectiveness
or strength of the fence. This also reduces the need to
purchase extra posts, which in turn reduces labour and
machinery costs.

STEP 1
Strain up the fencing
wire. Be careful not to
accidentally clip the
wire in.

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

Push the wire into
the slot, putting
pressure on the
keeper.

Push the wire down,
the keeper will
automatically close,
securing the wire.

To remove the wire, make
sure the wire isn’t pushing
up on the keeper. Rotate clip
and unclip the wire.

The Toughest Knot Available

The Clipex TuffKnot is made with High
Tensile wire with independent knots,
separate to any line wires, ensuring
you are getting the most strength
out of your wire. All of our TuffKnot
range uses the latest wire coating
technology exclusive to Clipex.

At Clipex we only use premium wire to
ensure you have a fence that will last a life time. That
is why we use TuffKnot wire, the toughest knot
available.

Extremely strong knot separate
to the line wires
Non slip technology, to ensure
the wire does not move

Wire technology

FENCING specifications
The Clipex approach is very simple - use the latest technology with innovative thinking
and employ cost efficient manufacturing techniques to deliver stronger, tougher and
easier to install fencing systems without compromise or equal.

Up to 500 % more life than Heavy Galvanised Wire*
MAXLIFETM LAYER

ECO Post
The economical, ECO-friendly high
tensile post that has been specifically
designed to offer an entry level fence
post design to suit the most popular
hinge jointed stock fence, plain or
barbed wire fence applications.
Has been designed to suit hinge
jointed 8-80 products with two rows
of barbed, or line wire, although not
suitable, the clip centres may suit
other wire patterns.

Flexible Zinc-Alloy layer actively
draws corrosion away from the
core wire

Galvanised Coating

600grm/m2

Grade

450 steel (high tensile)

Steel Gauge

2.5mm

Steel Tensile Strength

520-620 N/MM2

Elongation

26-34%

Pallet size

300

WIRE CORE

1.44kg/mtr (1.8m = 2.6kg)

Premium wire core maintains
consistency for the entire wire
length

Weight

Standard Post

Is designed speciffically for Clipex S
fence 8-80 and 13/190 deer fence
products with two rows of barbed or
line wire, although not suitable, the
clip centres may suit other wire types.

Galvanised Coating

600grm/m2

Grade

450 steel (high tensile)

Steel Gauge

3.0mm

Steel Tensile Strength

520-620 N/MM2

Elongation

26-34%

Pallet size

240

Weight

1.80kg/mtr (1.8m = 3.24kg)

3000

BLACKMAXTM INDICATOR
UV stabilised polymer coating provides
extra passive protection

hrs

2000hrs

The Clipex standard post is a thicker
gauge than the ECO post. It is manufactured from high tensile steel.
Made with a unique patented process,
which guarentees a high precision
product every time.

Is designed specifically for Clipex S fence 8-80
and 13/190 deer fence products with two rows
of barbed or line wire, although not suitable, the
clip centres may suit other wire types.

Galvanised Coating

600grm/m2

Grade

450 steel (high tensile)

Steel Gauge

3.5mm

Steel Tensile Strength

520-620 N/MM2

Elongation

26-34%

Pallet size

144

Weight

3.5kg/mtr (2.0m = 7.0kg)

(230g/m2)

The Clipex Beefy post is specifically designed to
provide additional ground holding and strength
to your fence line, whilst providing the benefits
of steel and the Clipex system. The profile differs slightly from the Standard and ECO posts as
it has angled flanges. These give an increased
surface area in the ground, as well as reducingany twisting. Designed to replace timber and
concrete intermediate posts.

HEAVY GAL 500hrs

Beefy Post

WIRE CORE
Premium wire core
maintains consistency
for the entire wire length

MAXLIFETM LAYER
Flexible Zinc-Alloy layer
actively draws corrosion
away from the core wire

2500
hrs

2000
hrs

1500
hrs

1000
hrs

500
hrs

0

hrs

*Designed to suit Clipex wire.
For use with other brands
please seek consultation

FENCING
APPLICATIONS
99Slot
SlotPost
Post
Deer Fencing
Cattle Fencing

Sheep Fencing

Application

Mixed Grazing

Application

Mixed Grazing

Construction

MaxLife

Construction

MaxLife

Top Wire

2.0mm MaxLife Barb Wire

Top Wire

2.0mm MaxLife Barb Wire

2nd Wire

2.0mm MaxLife Barb Wire

2nd Wire

2.0mm MaxLife Barb Wire

Fabricated Wire

Tuff Knot 9-80-30 150m/300m

Fabricated Wire

S Fence 9-80-22 100m/300m

Posts

Gal 180-11 @5m
BEEFY Gal 180-11 @ 40m

Posts

End Assembly

StayFast 100mm @ 300m

End Assembly

StayFast 100mm @ 300m

Stock Pressure

Medium - High

Stock Pressure

Medium

Gal 165-11 or Gal 180-11 @5m
BEEFY Gal 180-11 @ 20m

Fence Height: 115cm

Standard post every 5m
BEEFY post every 4th post (20m)

9

Fabricated Wires
Clip in

Application

High Impact

Application

Poultry

Construction

MaxLife

Construction

MaxLife

Top Wire

2.0mm MaxLife Barb Wire

Barb Wire

2.0mm MaxLife Barb Wire

Fabricated Wire

Tuff Knot 16-190-30 150m
or S Fence 16-190-22 100m

Fabricated Wire

S Fence 17-175-7.5 100m

Posts

Gal 280-11 @5m
BEEFY Gal280-11 @ 20m

Posts

Gal 260-10@5m
BEEFY Gal 260-10 @ 20m

End Assembly

StayFast 100mm @ 200m

End Assembly

StayFast 100mm @ 200m

Stock Pressure

High Impact

Stock Pressure

Medium - High

Fence Height: 185cm

Fence
Height:
200cm

Fence Height: 115cm

Standard post every 5m
BEEFY post every 4th post (20m)

9

Fabricated Wires
Clip in

Standard post every 5m
Standard post
every 5m

BFYGAL-180-11”

GAL-165-11”

BEEFY post every
4th post (20m)

BFYGAL- 280-11”

GAL-280-11”

10
GAL-180-11”

Poultry Fencing

Fabricated Wires
Clip in

BEEFY post every
4th post (20m)
GAL-260-10”

BFYGAL-260-10”

9

Fabricated Wires
Clip in

insulators

FENCING Applications
SNAPPY INSULATOR
Electric Fencing

Horse Fencing
Application

Equine

Application

Electric

Construction

MaxLife

Construction

MaxLife

Top Wire

2.6mm MaxLife SuperTie

Top Wire

2.6mm MaxLife SuperTie

Fabricated Wire

S Fence 13-122-5 50m

2nd Wire

2.6mm MaxLife SuperTie

Posts

Gal 210-9 @5m
BFYGal 210-9 @25m

3rd Wire

2.6mm MaxLife SuperTie

End Assembly

StayFast 100mm @ 50m

Bottom Wire

2.6mm MaxLife SuperTie

Stock Pressure

High
Posts
End Assembly

A stainless steel pin at the back clips into all Clipex posts just like a
wire, making them lightning quick to attach.

2

Large plastic shielding gives market leading electrical isolation.

3

Solid heavy duty construction, tested to be stronger than any “pin lock”
style on the market.

ECO Gal 150-2 @5m
ECO Gal 150-4 @5m
StayFast 100mm @ 200m

Fence Height: 130cm

STEP 1
Fence Height:
115cm

1

Push the insulator up
against the wire like
shown.

STEP 2

Twist the insulator to
attach the wire.

STEP 3

Push the insulator into
the Clipex slot.

Fence Height: 115cm

post caps
Clipex® post cap insulators are made from white UV resistant plastic for long lasting durability in Ireland’s
tough conditions. Post insulators caps come in two sizes, suiting either Clipex® Standard posts or Clipex®
Beefy posts. They’re quick and easy to install and an inbuilt insulator in the top of the cap provides the
option of running an extra electric wire or tape.

Standard post every
5m
BEEFY post every 5th post (25m)

GAL-210-9”

8

Fabricated Wires
Clip in

Standard
post every
10m
ECOGAL-150-2”

BFYGAL-210-9”

Standard post
every 7m
ECOGAL-150-4”

••

Designed for Standard & BEEFY Clipex®
Posts

••

Made with UV resistant plastic for
longevity

••

Includes inbuilt insulator to provide the
option of running an extra electric wire
or tape

END Assemblies
STAY

STRAINER

Features:

Features:

- 3m stay with a 12mm pin
- 10mm cable and turn buckle
- Heavy duty base plate

- 76.1mm pipe 1350mm long
attached to a BEEFY™ section - Suits 1.2m fence
- 3mm wall thickness
- 2x75cm BEEFY™ pegs
- Hot dipped galvanised

Designed For:
- Standard fencing
- Medium - high stock pressure

Designed For:
- Standard fencing
- 60 Stay Kit

3mm Thickness

5 Bar Gates

1

4

Clipex Stayfast Posts and
Stays are designed to be
extremely fast and efficient
to install and to ‘stay fast’
for the test of time.

End assemblies are without a doubt the cornerstone of any fence line, they
carry the strain of the wire, impact from animals, whilst also having to
support gates. You can purchase the best wire and the best posts, but if you
compromise on your end assembly and it fails, your whole fence will fail.

STEP 1 Drive in the strainer post

76.1mm OD Pipe

LESS THAN 10min
SETUP TIMES

BEEFYTM Pipe Option Available

Mesh Gates

3M Stay

A 20mm thick welded steel end

2

cap allows you to drive in the

5
2x BEEFY™ Pegs

3
12mm Pin

100 STAYFAST KIT

5mm thick base
plate

7

6

inside the pipe (450mm deep)

hydraulic and pneumatic drivers

making it easier to drive the

and the large Clipex driver.

strainer into the ground.

10mm Cable
&Turn-buckle

Footplate, cable and long stay are
available separately under product
code SFSS-60

Suits 1.2m fence

A Clipex BEEFYTM is plug welded

strainer with a sledge hammer,

STEP 2 Connect the stay post
The stay post has a 12mm pin welded in each
end. Place the end with the bent pin inside the

STRAINER

STAY

Features:

Designed for:

Features:

Designed for:

- 76.1mm pipe
- 4mm wall thickness
- 2x90cm BEEFYTM pegs
- Extra large 5mm base plate
- Hot dipped galvanised

- HIGH stock pressure and
feral fencing

- 4m stay with a 12mm pin

- HIGH stock pressure
and feral fencing

- 60XL Stay Kit

- Super heavy duty base plate

- 10mm cable & turn buckle

pre-drilled hole in the strainer post and the
straight pin inside the hole in the footplate.

- Suits 1.5m-1.8m fence
76.1mm OD Pipe

1
4mm Thickness
4M Stay

7

5mm thick
Base Plate

2

Feral Fencing Gates

4

STEP 3 Connect steel rope

3

2x BEEFY™
Pegs

12mm Pin

6

5

STEP 4 Drive in the pegs

Attach the supplied steel rope and turnbuckle between the
footplate and the lug on the bottom of the strainer post. Twist
the turnbuckle until it becomes tight.

10mm Cable &
Turn-buckle

Drive the pegs through the
slotted lugs. These provide
more ground anchorage,
stopping the strainer from
lifting out of the
ground.

100XL STAYFAST KIT
Suits 1.5m - 1.8m fence

Footplate, cable and long stay are available
separately under product code SFSS-60XL

SEMI-Permanent cattle yards

Cattle panel overview

PC200 YARD 398m2

PC55 YARD 110m2

Panel type

••
••
••

Cowboy panels & gates
Includes adjustable ramp
Total area 110m2

PC36 YARD 73m2

Rail size

60od pipe

Rail qty

6

Rail galvanizing

Hot-gal

Leg size

60od pipe

••

Cowboy panels & gates

Gate frame

60od pipe

••

90 degree race

Gate latch

Chain + pin

••

Includes adjustable ramp

Leg/gate galvanizing

••

Total area 398m2

PC70 YARD 142m2

Heavy gal 200*

Lug thickness

8mm

Pin size (included)

16mm

Standard race spreader

SG-60od

Standard slide gate

RS 60od

It is rough and indestructible, and ready
to go anywhere. Built to withstand super
tough conditions, the cross rails are
galvanised steel tube and tough enough
to last a lifetime. With. 60 OD heavy
wall pipe, Cowboy panels are nearly
unbreakable.

STRENGTH

BRUISE RATING

The strength is measured by how much force a single
rail can take in the horizontal direction before permanent
deformation (Simulating stock pressure in the middle of
the panel).

0kgs

The bruise rating is how likely the panel is to cause bruising
to the animal when under pressure.

AVG.

100kgs 200kgs 300kgs 400kgs 500kgs 600kgs

FAIR

GOOD

EXCELLENT

PC130 YARD 266m2

VISIBILITY

PORTABILITY (WEIGHT)

The visibility is the percentage of area the panel covers.

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Weight of the total cattle panel. Heavier panels are less likely
to move under stock pressure.

0kgs

10kgs

20kgs

30kgs

40kgs

50kgs

60kgs

Cattle Panel Cattle
Comparison
panels

cattle panel overview

WHY CLIPEX PANELS
- All welds are welded in a horizontal position
ensuring consistency and penetration
- 5mm footplate, pin down point on one side
- CNC jigged for precision
- Zinc + paint coating on all welds

Each panel has a lug
welded on both sides - two
double lugs on one side
and two single lugs on
the opposing side. They
connect to each other with
high tolerance pins that provide optimum movement
with minimum rattle.
COWBOY PANEL

COWBOY MAN GATE PANEL

COWBOY GATE PANEL

COWBOY MAN GATE

All cattle panels come with 16mm pins and are always included in advertised prices. Each panel
also has an extended foot plate with a hole ready to be easily pinned to the ground if needed.

PANEL POST CLAMPS

GATE LATCHES
Cowboy gates come standard with a chain & pin
latch

Our optional post clamps are now available for
Cowboy panels.
Post clamps reduce noise and movement, ideal
for permanent yard installations.

SHEEP PANELS
Clipex also has a range of sheep and
combination panels
Product Code

Product Code

Product Code

CH-SG40

CH-SG60od

CH-RS60

*Images are for illustration purposes only. Treated welds and tube material are hot dipped galvanized prior to fabrication

cattle EXTRAS
LOADING RAMP
100 SERIES HD HEADBAIL

LOADING RAMP

ECONOMY RAMP 3.6m Adjustable

••

Infinite locking system

••

Nylon bushes

••

Adjustable height

••

Silent operation

••

Approx 400 kg

••

Hot dipped galvanised construction

••

71x44 oval rail

••

Fast action

••

1/2 sheeted

••

76 OD pipe construction

••

Hot galvanized sheeting

••

Drop-down safety handle

••

Easy to assemble

••

Front panel adapter option

••

Easy to transport

••

Chin bar option

••

Stock safe flooring

••

Add two panels and a sliding gate to make a
portable crush

••

Adjustable height from trailer through to truck

••

Suitable for sheep and cattle

PNEUMATIC CATTLE DRAFTER

ECONOMY RAMP 3.6m Adjustable

3 WAY AIR DRAFTER
••

Heavy duty galvanised construction

Approx 400 kg

••

Access gates with slam catches

••

71x44 oval rail

••

••

1/2 sheeted

Pneumaticly driven from crush control
panel

••

Hot galvanized sheeting

••

••

Easy to assemble

Designed to work with Clipex HD series
pneumatic crushes

••

Easy to transport

••

Stock safe flooring

••

Adjustable height from trailer through to truck

••

Suitable for sheep and cattle

••

Adjustable height

••

5 WAY AIR DRAFTER
NOW AVAILABLE

cattle crushes
CATTLE CRUSH

CATTLE CRUSH

A no compromise double squeeze crush, with
pneumatic options that won’t break the bank

1 Double parallel squeeze

Fully automatic air operated crush.
Our most innovated crush yet

2 Super duty head bail
3 Animal inspecting/branding doors
4 Nylon bushes in all hinges
5 Three unique side doors for easy animal access
6 Anti-rattle slam latches

1 Double parallel squeeze

7 Infinite, silent lock on head bail

2 Super duty head bail

8 Slam catches on all swinging doors

3 Animal inspecting/branding doors

9 Manual override option

Optional front adapter posts to suit panels

4 Nylon bushes in all hinges

10 Hot dip galvanised

Optional front adapter posts to suit panels

11 Clipex cast steel corners for 2x strength

6 Anti-rattle slam latches

12 450 grade steel

7 Infinite, silent lock on head bail

13 Full vet section

8 Slam catches on all swinging doors

14 Anti-bruise rail

9 Manual override option

15 1500kg construction

10 Hot dip galvanised

16 Sheeted slide gate and bottom doors

11 Clipex cast steel corners for 2x strength

17 Near-side & offside same price

12 Auto lock rear sliding gate

18 Weigh scale mounting points

13 450 grade steel

19 Better for calf access

14 Removable floor standard

20 Five year warranty

15 Full vet section

21 Pneumatic operation option shown

16 Anti-bruise rail

22 Floor - HD expanded mesh with polyurethane

insert for noise and easy cleaning
23

Included load bar mount points for
recommended 4500kg load bars

5 Three unique side doors for easy animal access

24 Automatic drafting (requires indicator)
- The HD2000 series crush can auto draft on
weight or EID, either through the side
draft, or through our three way drafter module.

17 2000kg construction
18 Heavy duty “split” entry gate
19 Near-side & offside same price

25 Fully pneumatic without sacrificing manual control

20 Weigh scale mounting points

26 Comes complete with heavy duty floor & chin bar

21 Better for calf access

27

Included load bar mount points for recommended 4500kg

22 Five year warranty

load bars

23 Side draft capability

HD CRUSH FEATURES
Clipex has been working hard to bring many innovative features to our cattle crushes. These aren’t just
bells and whistles. They’re genuine features designed to make our crushes last longer and make your
stock handling safer and easier.

NEW HANDLE MECHANISM
Front and rear operation handles for the head bail and entry gates - and both handles are easily adjustable. All handles can also
be easily and permanently disengaged by strongly tugging directly down on the handle. Pulling back on the handle automatically
engages it again. When engaged, the handle operates on a taper making it rattle free.

RATCHET RUMP BAR
Want more access with more safety? Clipex gives more access to the beast than any crush on the market. With six
gates on the operator side as standard, we also offer unique access to the animal with the split ratchet door - this
allows the top and bottom front doors to be opened with the rump bar still engaged, allowing you increased access
with greater safety.

450 MPA STEEL

SQUEEZE ENTRY ANGLE

SOCKET CASTING
TECHNOLOGY

Great squeeze with safer access for smaller
animals.

(PATENT PENDING)
UP TO 70% STRONGER

With the Clipex concertina “squeeze wings”,
we safely provide a smooth path for smaller
animals with limited and reduced “light paths”. If
an animal can sense a “path to freedom” when
they see the light, off they go.
We have gone to a lot of trouble to reduce the
sharp edges, entry angles and “light paths” on
our squeeze entry. The wings move and fold
effortlessly with the squeeze mechanism.

*Semen sampling and
EID door available
*Both doors open for illustration purposes only. We only
recommend having one open at a time.

mPa

BREAK THROUGH LOCKING MECHANISM
(PATENT PENDING)

SILENCING

*Folded sheet metal panels

Silent crushes can help to keep cattle calm

*Nylon guides on the head bail and entry door

- Infinite adjustment increments

and flow better. Our new range of crushes

*Anti-rattle slam catches

- Silent operation			

- Stainless steel locking components in HD Series

have been designed with the following

*Rubber grid floor system

- Non-corrosive internal parts

- No locking through linkages in HD series

features to reduce operating noise.

*High tolerance parts that eliminate rattle

The one way locking of a head bail is one of the most critical functions for quiet, safe and hassle-free handling of stock. Until now, one way
locking mechanisms have had to trade off between disadvantages of noise, slipping, damage with heavy use, corrosion, high back lash and
locking through linkages. Clipex has developed a breakthrough locking cell that overcomes these hurdles without compromise.

- Low backlash			

*Oil impregnated bushes on all rotating parts

- Dual locks in HD series

Nylon Roller

Cast Steel Base

ANTI-RATTLE SLAM CATCH
Our anti-rattle slam catch completely eliminates door rattle. Conceived
by Reg Trethewey, a renowned animal handling designer from Australia
and further developed by the team at Clipex.
- Eliminates noisy door rattle
- Cast steel base - bolted to the frame with 20mm bolts

Ergonomic
Handle
Bolt-on
Cover plate

Tapered
Locking bar

HOT DIPPED GALVANISING - NO COMPROMISE
We believe crushes should be built to last generations, not just a few years. Hot dipped
galvanising is the longest lasting corrosion protection available and now comes standard on
most of our crush range.
- Crushes designed for hot dipped galvanising from the ground up
- Standard on 1500 & 2000 Series

- 33 x 14mm tapered bar is spring-loaded into a tapered slot

- Galvanising provides the best corrosion protection, both outside and inside of
the frame

- Ergonomic handle pulls open on the same plan as the door

- Minimum 500g/m2 Zinc (not to be confused with inferior pre-gal material).

- Nylon roller makes for smooth opening action
- Hot dipped galvanised components
- Simple bolt together design makes for easy maintenance

permanent cattle yards

6M PERMANENT RAMP

HD CATTLE WORK AREA SYSTEM
••

••

HD rotary crowd tub

••

Hot dipped galvanised construction
••

for longevity
••

••

Pre-cast reinforced concrete steps

••

Hot dipped galvanised construction

improves flow

••

gates. Optional 5 way draft available

••

Onsite setup required

HD2000 series auto crush for

••

Sheeted race from tub to ramp,

6m permanent ramp

variations available to suit site
••

Remote system included for tub,
sliders, crush and draft

HD Cattle Work Area System
••

Improved safety and handling efficiency

••

Automatically weigh and draft up to 300 head per hour

••

Reduce animal stress

••

Built to last a lifetime

QLD, Australia

2 x adjustable top doors with rubber flaps

Mesh walkway with safety handrail

remote for head bail and draft

Adjustable width curved race

••

••

with compatible indicator, includes

••

Air slider at top

3 way air draft module with access

reduces bruising
••

••

••

autonomous weighing and drafting

Walkway and platform

80x80x4m frame

Adjustable v-straight race before crush

Curved panels improves flow &

••

••

PC400 PERMANENT YARD
••

PG cattle crowd tub and race system

••

HD1500 series air crush

••

3 way air draft module

••

6m permanent ramp

••

120x40 gal cattle rail panels and gates

••

76od x 4mm hot dipped gal yard posts

••

102od x 4mm hot dipped gal gate posts

permanent cattle yards

automatic sheep handler

Clipex Sheep Handler
®

PC600 PERMANENT YARD
••

Sheep handling made easier, faster and simpler

HD Cattle Work Area System, includes
HD2000 series auto crush

••

120x40 gal cattle rail panels and gates

••

76od x 4mm hot dipped gal yard posts

••

102 x 4mm hot dipped gal gate posts

••

4 way automatic drafting with compatible

Multi-Purpose All In One Sheep Handling Machine

od

indicator

PC1200 PERMANENT YARD
••

120x40 gal cattle rail panels and gates

••

102od x 4mm hot dipped gal gate posts

••

76od x 4mm hot dipped gal yard posts

••

6 way automatic drafting with

••

HD Cattle Work Area System, includes HD2000 series auto
crush

compatible indicator

Automatic drafting

Wigging

Dagging

Crutching

Drenching

Ear tagging

Preg-testing

Remote control

Up to 5 years warranty

Sheep handler models

FEATURES

Pre-Catch Area

Contractor Sheep Handler

Fixed Sheep Handler

Product Code

AH-SH15C

AH-SH15F

Weight

800kg

700kg

Catch & Tilt

Yes

Yes

Anti-Backing Flap

Yes

Yes

Tail Flap Access

Yes

Yes

Electric Jacks

Included

Optional Upgrade

2000kg Iconix Load Bars

Included

Optional Upgrade

Hungry Board

Optional Upgrade

Optional Upgrade

Remote Foot Pedal

Optional Upgrade

Optional Upgrade

3 Way Auto Draft

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Non Stretch Food Grade Polyurethane

Non Stretch Food Grade Polyurethane

Entry Pre-Catch

Yes

Yes

Head Flap Access

Yes

Yes

Can be Towed

Yes

Remote Control

Yes

Optional Upgrade

5 Way Draft

Optional Upgrade

Optional Upgrade

Warranty

1 Year / 5 Years *

1 Year / 5 Years *

Rubber Matting

Draft Gates

Auto Drafting
Uses weigh scale indicator data to
automatically draft sheep handsfree. You can
also manually select the draft
position via remote or control panel.

Catch & Tilt Area

Tilt Table
After sheep are caught, they can be
tilted over at the press of button on
the control panel or via the wireless
foot pedal.

Head Access
After the sheep are tilted over, the
head flap opens up for wigging,
needling, mouthing, tagging and for
access to the front feet.

No
(Optional Upgrade available)

Contact us for more information*

Both Models Can:
Crutch up to

100+

Sheep per hour

Handle up to

400

Sheep per hour

Auto Pre-Catch
Draft up to

800

Sheep per hour

Automatically catches and releases sheep
in the lead up race prior to the main catch
which increases the sheep flow through the
handler.

Auto Catching
Automatically catches and clamps the
sheep quickly for weighing accuracy.
Different modes allow for different handling
procedures.

Tail Access
A tail flap opens up for crutching
and rear hoof access. When
releasing the animal, it doubles as
an anti-backing flap.

SHEEP yards

Sheep Yards

PS1130 HEAD YARD 455m2

Date: 8/05/2013

Scale 1:100

••

S400 Sheep Yard

Drawn by: RDS

Oval 60x30 6 rail gal panels &
gates

••

13.85 m

4m V-draft module with
anti-backing

Holding Yard 3
22 sqm

••

4m V-draft module with anti-backing

••

Combined working and drafting race

••

Total area 1892

••

Total area 455m2

38 sqm

14.97 m

Oval 60x30 6 rail gal panels & gates

Working race

Holding Yard 2

PS400 HEAD YARD 189m2
••

••

Holding Yard 4
56 sqm
Holding Yard 1
68 sqm

5.49 m

Components

V Draft

30
5
2
1

2.2m Panel
2.35m Gate
Race Gate
5.5m V Draft Race

Available as permanent

Total area 189sqm

0.4 sqm per sheep = 472 sheep

Date: 9/05/2013

Scale 1:130

S650 Sheep Yard

Drawn by: RDS

16.38 m

SHEEP BUGLES

Holding Yard 3

Date: 21/06/2013

Scale 1:200

adaptor post

Holding Yard 2

42 sqm

43 sqm

2.2m Panel
2.35m Gate
Race Bow
87 sqm
Race Gate
5.5m V Draft Race
Adaptor Post

Components
30
3
1

40 sqm

Components
45
9
3
2
1
2

48 sqm

87 sqm

Components

optional draft race

46 sqm

8 sqm
7m

Holding Yard 5

5.4 m

5.1 m

50 sqm
Holding Yard 6

8 sqm

30
3
1

Components
15
2
1

2.2m Panel
2.35m Gate
5.5m V Draft Race

2.2m Panel
2.35m Gate
5.5m V Draft Race

4.5 m
8.9 m

2.2m Panel
2.35m Gate
5.5m V Draft Race

13 m

8.9 m

21 m

15.7 m

5.5 m

Holding Yard 1

48 sqm

5.4 m

Total area 263m

8 sqm

10.4 m

••

2

wor king r ace

9.4m working race

optional draft race

••

5.5 m

anti-backing

2
13m
13
mBugle
BUGLE
9.4 m

4m V-draft module with

5.4 m

••

0.4 sqm per sheep = 657 sheep

Dr

t
21mafBugle

19.22 m

gates

V

21m2 BUGLE

optional draft race

Oval 60x30 6 rail gal panels &

21m Bugle

44 sqm

Total area 263 sqm

••

Sheep Bugle Designs

Drawn by: RDS

15.7 m

PS650 HEAD YARD 263m

Holding Yard 4

2

Date: 21/06/2013

Scale 1:200
Drawn by: RDS

28 sqm

Permanent SHEEP yards

SHEEP PANELS

No matter the size of the sheep or the size of the flock
Clipex sheep panels will do it with ease! With heights
up to 1.1m and 6 rails, it makes any sheep yard look very
impressive.

PS2300 PERMANENT YARD
••

Draft squares

••

102od x 4mm hot dipped gate posts

••

SH16 contractor sheep handler

••

Sheeted panels on inside of bugle

••

3 way draft, 4m V-race with anti-backing bars + 3
way manual V-draft

••

Permanent gal sheep panels with 60od high tensile

SP40-6
Panel

SG40-6
Gate

SP60-6
Panel

SP60-6-3
Panel

SG60-6
Gate

6 rails

6 rails

6 rails

6 rails

6 rails

1.0 m high

1.0 m high

1.1 m high

1.1 m high

1.1 m high

2.2m long

2.1 m long

2.2m long

2.95 m long

2.4 m long

2 pins included

2 pins included

2 pins included

2 pins included

2 pins included

40x40 outside RHS

40x40 outside RHS

40x40 outside RHS

40x40 outside RHS

40x40 outside RHS

25x25 RHS rails

25x25 RHS rails

60mm oval rails

60mm oval rails

60mm oval rails

heavy duty gal frame material

3 WAY SHEEP DRAFTER
••

V-race with 3 way draft module

••

Hot dipped galvanised for longevity

••

Flat packed for easy relocation and freight

••

Permanent or semi-permanent

••

Improve sheep flow and stop sheep walking
backwards with our anti-backing bars

is a permanent yard with

••

Fits and works perfectly with a Clipex bugle
package

concreted posts for all gates

••

Ergonomic draft handles

and panels.

••

Draft gates available separately

••

Long draft gates for ease of drafting

CONCRETED POSTS
The S2300 sheep yard

+353 (0) 8762 09612
www.clipex.ie
kevin@clipex.com

We deliver
anywhere
in Ireland!

Specifications may change.
Accurate as of June 2017

